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TT?ETT AND "THE KNOT GARDEN" . ';. 

· , r 

Operatic d-...·ana has been c<:nt ral .to Michael Tinpett 1 s .. . . 
creative output s :.;J.ce . A Our Tine. As with of Handef',;s, 
Tippett; 1 s oratorio not f ar remo'.red from theatrical expre·ssion. 
The operas - Tl-.e King Priam and Knot Garden -
respecdvely embody rrost crucial -aspects of his development: 
regeneration {roT'! traditional precepts, exploration, and accumulation 
and synthesis. ..::2ch of Tippet t' s represents a culmination · 
(the closes t cor,;pa::isoa cones to mir.{! is Busoni and Doktor 
Faust) but each .2lso i s a 1:: :.g7_nninF and p:::opagates smaller works 
employing similar techc>.i(!nec develon5.ng cen·1;ral or related ideas. 
The Hids.umm-:or ,' ccmpleteJ in 1952, spawced the Piano Concerto 
and the, So.nata for Fou:: Eo:..-ns ('Soth 1955), King PriaTI;l (1961) the 
Songs for Achille £' (lSSl), the and Nunc Dimittis, the 
Second Piano Sonat.:1 (both 1962) C.i.id the Concerto for Orchestra (1963). 

Tippett 1 s other: central. concern has been abstract symphony/ 
sonata and inevitably the products of this overlapped with the 
chippings frcw his 0pera.ti.c workbench. The Sy:npnony 
turning:-point; the fo-::- a change of style created by Kip&,-Priam 
provided the impetus for exploration and the Second Pi.ano Sot;tf!lt-f- . and 

,first movement cf the Concerto for Orchestra were the most radical 
of his experime::ts in fol7ma::. procedures. Now, after The . 

'Vision of Saint (1965) ·- a I believe it be-.,-
exceedingly to ussess properly_ for some time yet - we have 
The Knot Garden and the Thi 1.'d Symphony. 

The Co-.rent Garden revi.val of the opera (December 6.}, . 
coming :between the third (at the Proms) E.:1d fourth (EBCSO, RFH, 

. . 14) performances of the new s;rmphony, has given us the chance 
. the p:-eGent state and relationship of two 

fundamental concerr. s. Certainly the opportuni;t,:Y to .. do. so could not 
have been improve2. 0::1. fC'u?:' ferformance,s within eight months 
must. be_ somethL1g er .:1: record f o:.: a rJaj or neY1- symphonic . Critics 
who care ebout ;Juch t:1ingc have ha4 an oppor.tuni.ty to 
avoid a hasty j"!.!dgei.'Jf-nt of ·;l:le Third Syffi?l.1ony1; . the increasing 

of the LSO , ?nU Co lir.. Dav:i_s in Lhe -;vork .indicated the 
success COI'!-Cent::ated . :1.ttE·n -:: i .ou .. . the BBC 
turned. in en equally :::irs:: s t:nb at the piece or. February 
14 (only Mar; .:n·e,t Kip.g::: l 2y .i.i sappoints .: to any degree), but of course 
they have Davis in charge. 

·: fs undoubtedly one of the stars of The Knot Garden. 
A striking :.:h0 revival was the :vmalth oLorchestra.l. detail 

T:i.rpett s deitse textur es. A , 
tne musical underlining to the P.raJnc. 1 s P!."Yc:hological 

manoeuvring. HoHe\·er, what one hand Dayis vTinningly provides, 
with the other he takes away : singere' words were 
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occasionally over-powered by orchestral sound. The cast for the 
revival had generally improved (if that's possible) on their former 
exce llerice, and, probably thanks to a production 're-think' by Ande 
Anderson, seemed far more relaxed and consequently brought greater 
flexibility to the staging • . The one newcomer, Katherine made 
Thea a more vulnerable yet (curiously) more positive figure than 
Yvonne Minton had previously. This, as has been remarked elsewhere, 
inclines to suggest Thea as the central character, though, with a different 
emphasis, the same might happen with any of the others. 

Of course the kernel of The Knot Garden, thP. central 'problem', 
is' the friction in Thea and Faber' s marriage. It is resolved not in 
direct confrontation but by holding a mirror to the other characters' 
third act charades. As the psychoanalyst, remarks, the others 
are merely pawns. Thea greets the resolution with a key aria, florid 
and almost ecstatically relieved. · · 

Apart from Thea, the only other character to remain outside the 
Charade is Denise, Thea's sister, 'a dedicated freedom-fighter'. She 
could not have received stronger characterisation than she did, both 
musically :and dramatically at Covent Garden, from the marvellous 
Josephine Barstow. Yet Denise, strongly characterised as she is, 

unlikely ever to become the ce-ntral character. Nevertheless, 
there is a strong case for her, if not as cenq·al, _then as 
the dramatic and musical catalyst, far more so than the obvious --
candidate, Mangus, turns out be. ,, 

Denise is the last of the seven characters to appear. The others 
have reacted to each other until then simply in duos and trios, 
larger and · never concerted. Potential ensembles that would have 
released tension .built up by the characters' interaction have constantly 
been thwarted. When Denise enters, 'half-majestic, half-sinister •••• 
twisted or otherwise disfigured from the effects of torture •••• she 

dominates the stage'. With her jagged and 
impassioned aria she dominates the music and drama as well, screwing 
the tension ·to the point of release for all except herself: the 
blues sequence that ends Act I in which each expresses his or her 
situation or dilemma. From that point on Denise is not a foreground 
figure, yet in Act 11 her strength influences Thea, Faber and Mel 
directly and Dov (through Mel) and Flora (through Thea and Faber) 
indirectly. Again ', she precipitates tension (the Thea-Faber 
confrontation) and release (Mel's sudden remembrance of external 
identity amid personal confusion in Scene 7). Only once, in the 
char-?de :_of. Act Ill, is her self-possession disturbed, when she becomes, 
monientadiy, .· a character with a dilemma (Mel' s homosexual 
relationship with Dov) rather than a catalyst. Her equilibrium and 
independence, it seems, are soon restored: at the end it is Mel who 
goes with Denise, not vice-versa. · 
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. 1 have developed this at length since it -seems to me that 
· Denise is 'Tippett' s representative bn stage. Her social conscience 

·· · . and . personal experience move the others to se lf-exatnination in: the 
Act I blues; . alLthe time they have her high standards to up to. 

": '! .•. i 

The . blues she provokes is ' the most obviouS ;link with. the-
Third Symphony and its vocal finale for soprano· solo\ ' .. To mY mind, the 
soprano , soloist is ''Denise; just as Tippett seems to ·:have: found it 

; ' necessary to : develop .. Dov in Songs for Dov (he is certainty·,; ·; e;;L 

undercharac·terised in:.:the we see Denise' s 
care-worn view: extended in :sy'tilJ.;hony' s. blues. Some' commentators 
have seen little in common between the two works apart from the blues, 
but with repeated hearings of both works a large amount· of cross-
reference emerges. The most significant feature in this 

,, .. rJaccuinulation and synthesis' mentioned earlier. : •· To ' fuatch:' The Knot 
!G•ardEm's 'magpie·' libretto, Tippett has accuniUlilted a1'm)itiad: of 
musical references, gleaned from ;his ·owrt development and from any 
stylistic element that suits his purpose· or has ·speciliF associations 
for him. The opera being a more suitable structute,'the references 
are wider and more ·obvious than those of the symphony'. · Remihiseences 
ana. quotes of his own and other people's music·' in the opera ·have 
dramatic point and purpose. However, it must be said that the first 
act is entirely original, presenting characters · with tlieir important 
accompanying mu$ical · figures ·andcreating a unique, personal blues 
idiom for the f .inB.le t!hat jarS not for musical reaSOt\S '(except that it IS 

over-complex) but only in its dated . language. 

·The most striking referertces ;occur : in Act II which is the act 
most concerned with the chatacters thoughts ' and fears; . thus r free 
association is musically and dramatically appropriate. The · 
significance of the instances I isolate here is not always clear (nor 
need there be any significance) but and ' importance of 
these is that all -are easily perceived ·after one ·or 
particularly by someone acquainted with Tippett' s ' Oth:er' works: ' ' 

. The striking opening horn motif to the 'Second Synipliony is 
recalled rin the . very first scene of Act II (Thea and Denise) The 

s·trains of 'We ,shall o:vercome' ''pou:r varmly from beneath the 
ratheti .Ivesi:an -string t ·extU:re of1 S·certe 7, underlining ·oenise rs 
convictions and moving Mel, it seems, to resolve his dilemma. Even 
more prominent is Flora's rendering of Schubert's 'Die liebe Farbe', 
magically 'translated' by Tippett as Dov translates; the wholesale 
lifting of a Schubert lied may offend some but it is difficult to 
deny its dramatic Flora is still 'little-girl-lost', unsure 
of herself, a trifle unimaginative. Her 'party-piece' contrasts 
vividly with Dov the musician's original, outgoing, yet deeply 
personal song that follows • 
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Is it also too fanciful to suggest two, more tenuous, references 
in Act II? Dov's consoling of Flora after the of the labyrinth 
has subsided surely a reminiscence of Ellen's plea to Grimes after 
his 'mad scene'· in Act III of Peter Grimes; and am I alone in hearing 
the single piano chord (G major, first inversion) that punctuates the 
end of ·Dov's Schubert 'translation' as a peculiarly Beethovenian 
chord, , straight out of the Fourth Concerto? (Or am I just remembering 
the influence of that concerto on Tippett's own?) The most 

self-quotation is at the 'lights-up' confrontation with 
audience by Mangus. The Tempest charades have been interrupted 

but they echo on in music from Songs for Ariel (written in 1962). 

The .w.orld of the symphony is recognisably the same as that of 
the opera. To take just three instances: the opera's 'Dissolves' 
relate directly in technique and effect to the Ivesian third movement 
of the · symphony its simultaneous five different types . of music; 
some of the harsh brass and percussion interruptions in Denise's · 
Act I aria have more than a relationship to parts bf the 
symphony's first movement; and the rocking bass clarinet figure to 
which Dov comforts Flora in Act II reappears as underlay to the 
'I gave him milk and kisses' refrain in the symphony's third blues. 

Perhaps the greatest shock that the symphony affords to the 
system is the triple quotation ·from Beethoven's Choral. One can 

the extra-musical logic . from Tippett' s point of view and 
the coherence of the final blues is quite substantially achieved through 
that very exciting distillation of Beethovenian dialect. But there is 
a marked lack of musical logic about the use. of .Beethoven's 
discordant flourish as dismissive gesture to Tippett's first three 
movements. 

Overall, from. both opera and one is left with an 
impression of Tippett's work process as a collage or a pyramid of 
images. This is inevitably the product of his trend more 
precise statement (especially dramatic statement), towards a more 
careful balance between idea and expression - both the result of a 
desire £or greater e?se of communication. Ironically, in this period 
of accumulation and synthesis Tippett may well alienate many listeners 
but in the end his music will be unquestionably richer still. 

LESLIE EAST. ··:. 
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